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EMBEDDED METAPH0R 

WEDNESDAYS AT NOON, g~l -lery 
I 

tours/discussions/lectures/films _ ' ' 

In Embedded Metaphor, the bed stands alone. Separated 
usual tenant, the human body, the empty bed becomes a 
exploring the complex associations, the complicated, 
conflicting emotions, and the variety of human activities 
bring to this most intimate piece of furniture. 
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To confront the e~pty bed, we will present a variety of programs: 
1 1Wed. • Oct. 1 : • , ' 

12 noon Introduction of exhibition by Director, Sarah 
Clark-Langag,ar 

1 12:30 *Video program (32 min.) 
Meshes of the Afternoon. Maya Deren with 

Alexander Hammid, 1943. One of the most inf ·luential works in 
American experimental cinema, this film creates a trance-like 
dream, full of recurring images: a knife that falls and reappears 
on the stairs and I in _ th~ bed; a telephone off the , hook; a
mysterious figure in black, whose face is a mirror; and a dropped 
key that reappears " on the , stairs, oh the dining table, in the hand 
and in the mouth. A haunting excursion into ,the dream state, 
beautifully film. (Black and white, · silent, 18 min.) 

' Gently Down the Stream. · Su Friedrich, 1983. 
Excerpts from Friedrich's dream journals structure the poetic 
ioterplay of hand-written sentence fragments and surreal, ~reamlike 
images. Lesbian desire, ·religion, the filmmaker's mother, ·a vividly 
captured dream about dying babies juxtaposed against startlingly 
apropbs footage of a fish-market are only a few of the ele~ents 
that Friedrich assembles into a lyrical, moving whQle. (Black and 
white, silent. 14 min.) 

Wed •• Oct. 8: 
12 noon and 12:30, Video program (27 min.) 

A Post-Colonial Kinderhood. Elaine Iieichek, 1995. 
A conversation with Elaine Reichek in regard to her installation, 
a recreation of her childhood bedroom. (Color, 10 min.) 

Dream Voices. Day Voices. John Galloway, 1986. 
The strange paranoia that sometimes colors dream life finds apt 
expression in this short work. Subconscious fears, obsessions and 
childhood traumas take shape in a blue-tinted, whisper-filled 
netherworld coming to an abx:upt halt with the alarm clock's ring, 
and the full-color brightness of another work day. (Color, 6 min.) 
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The Patient. Robert Hamilton, 1995. A dreamlike 
evocation of the sickbed, from the perspective of a patient with an 
unnamed illness. At the same time, the video is sharply observed 
with telling details. (Color, 5 min.) 

In the Night Kitchen. Gene Deitch. An animated 
adaptation of the Maurice Sendak story. Awakened by noises in the 
night, Mickey falls out of bed, out of his pajamas, past his 
sleeping parents, and straight into the night kitchen, where three 
Oliver Hardy-like bakers prepare to bake him into a cake. Mickey 
flies up the Milky Way to bring back milk for the batter, then 
drifts back into his pajamas and his own warm bed. (Color, 6 min.) 

Wed. • Oct. 15: 
12 noon, Video Program (77 min.) 

Thank You and Goodnight. Jan Oxenberg, 1992 ., The 
filmmaker traces the illness and death of her beloved grandmother, 
Mae Joffe a wise-cracking, salt-of-the-earth type who turns out t0 
be a wholehearted collaborator in the venture. A warm and 
compassionate study of death and dying, and its impact on a 
typically not-so-perfect family with animation sequences star .ring 
"little Jan," the filmmaker's younger self. (Color, 77 min.) 

Wed .• Oct. 22: 
12 noon Introduction of exhibition by Director 
12:30 Video Program (28 min.) 

Meshes of the Afternoon. Maya Deren, 1943 
A Post-Colonial Kinderhood. E. Reichek, 1995 

Wed. • Oct. 2 9 : 
12 noon Introduction of exhibition by Director 

-12:30 Video Program (28 min.) 
Meshes of Afternoon. Maya Deren, 1943 
A Post-Colonial Kinderhood. E. Reichek, 1995 

Wed •• Nov. 5: 
12 noon Room 238, "Forbidden Pleasures and Fears, 11 

A "Delightful" Slide Lecture, Linda Smeins, 
Professor of Art History 

* Video program suggested by Independent curators, Inc., New York, 
organizers of the exhibition. 

1 IN ADDITION: 
'\ 

In the exhibition itself ,, there are: introductory text and 
statements by each of the artists; a hand-out sheet introducing 
themes; an annotated slide review of previous images by artists 
from previous centuries and diverse cultures; a reading table with 
literature on exhibition artists. 
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